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Marking and Feedback Policy 

Stag Lane Junior School 
“Feedback to any pupils should be about the particular qualities of his or her own work with advice on 

what he/she can do to improve.” 

 

  Black, P. and William, D. (1998) Inside the Black Box, London, King’s College. 
 

 

 

 

Article 28:  Children have the right to an education.  Schools must respect children’s dignity. 

Article 29:  Education must develop every child’s personality, talents and abilities to the full.   

 

Status  Strongly Recommended 

Written by Pauline Jamieson 

Date Written  Updated September 2016 

Date Reviewed September 2016 

Date Ratified NA 

Date to be reviewed Autumn 2018 
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Marking and Feedback Policy 
Rationale 
In our school we believe that effective feedback is a fundamental part of the formative assessment process.  

(Assessment for Learning) Assessment practice should have a positive impact on pupils’ attitudes, motivation and 

self-esteem.  It is therefore important that pupils see assessment as a means of improving their standard of 

work.  We believe that this can be achieved through providing careful feedback, where the pupil has a clear 

picture about what they have done well and what they need to improve.  All staff in our school have a shared 

understanding of the purpose of giving feedback to pupils and use it to promote the quality of learning and to 

raise attainment.  As a Rights Respecting School, we firmly believe in the principle that every child’s talents and 

abilities should be developed to the full. 

 

This policy must be: 
♦ Consistently applied by all staff 

♦ Clear in its purpose 

♦ Manageable 

♦ Productive in its outcomes 

♦ Informed by pupils’ individual learning needs and previous assessments. 
 

Purposes: Reasons for Marking and Feedback 
• To further the teacher’s awareness of the current stage of development, and identify future need. 

• To motivate, encourage and to praise children’s work. 

• To promote a positive self image within the learners, thereby encouraging them to value and take pride 

in their work. 

• To indicate how a piece of work could be corrected or improved against assessment criteria thereby 

raising attainment as pupils become better learners. 

• To improve a child’s confidence in reviewing their own work and setting future targets, by indicating the 

next steps in learning. 

• To help pupils develop an awareness of the standards they need to reach in order to achieve age related 

expectation. 

• To involve parents more directly in reviewing their child’s progress and to help in reporting to parents. 

 

The Nature of Feedback at Stag Lane may be: 
• Oral or written, formal or informal. 

• Given on an individual, group or whole class basis  

• Given during a piece of writing or after completion 

• Form the basis of a discussion between teacher and child, e.g. reviewing targets set, pupil conferencing 

and Pupil Focus Time. 

• Work simply ticked or initialled (marked by either teacher, TA, child or peer) 

• Quality marking by the teacher (success and improvement model)  

• Peer assessment – mainly oral through paired discussions 

• Self-assessment by children ticking against agreed SC and editing their own work. 

• ’Test’ marking for application learning intentions  

• Marking every error – (this may be appropriate if the focus is Grammar, Spelling and punctuation.) 

• Combination of the above. 

 

All Comments, oral or written should refer to the Learning Objective/success criteria of the 
task or marked against the child’s target. 
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Essential points for marking and feedback 
♦ Feedback is most effective when done promptly and is therefore most likely to be oral. 

♦ Outcomes should be fed back to the children as soon as possible; this could be to individual children, 

groups of children or to the whole class, sometimes using Pupil Focus Time. 

♦ To be meaningful and constructive, feedback to children should be based around shared objectives and 

success criteria. 

♦ Learning Objectives for tasks should be shared with pupils at the onset of each activity and recorded by 

children as appropriate. 

♦ Children should be involved in determining what achievement will mean in relation to the given task 

(sharing/writing the success criteria) 

♦ Use of a child’s name in a written comment personalizes it. 

♦ Sensitivity should always be shown towards children’s work and comments should be positive.   

♦ Wherever possible, marking should take place with the children, e.g. when staff are working with a 

focus group.  It offers guidance as to the extent to which learning intentions have been met. 
 

Oral feedback 
• Should praise success 

• Identify ways forward (Next steps/Even Better If . . .) 

• Encourage self analysis 

• Be linked to learning objectives /success criteria 

• Be precise 

• Be as immediate as possible 

• Use good examples as role models. 
 

Written feedback 
• Legible and clear in meaning 

• Developmental, ie children will find out how they are getting on and what their next learning step will be 

• Contain an element of praise 

• Refer to learning objectives / success criteria 

• Be scaffolded or modelled for pupils who need this direction. 

• Can be used when oral response is not possible. 
 

It’s a wasted effort if children aren’t informed by it and can’t progress as a result of it. 
 

Our Practice 
♦ In our feedback we will remember that children can only take in a limited amount of information at any 

one time and we will focus on one or two key areas for improvement. 

♦ Written tasks will either be: 

o be ‘quality marked’ using the ‘Success and Improvement Model’ as advocated by Shirley Clarke 

and John Hattie 

o redrafted by the pupil. Marking and pupil improvements will be on-going if a piece of writing is 

redrafted. 

o or peer/self assessed. Pupils will be supported in developing feedback skills. 

♦ After written marking has taken place, children are expected to read the comments made on their work; 

time will be made available for them to act upon these comments (i.e. make improvement) before moving 

on to the next activity. Planning will reflect and identify time for ‘improvement’ following marking and 

feedback.  
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♦ Pupils will use the purple pen to make the improvements. 

♦ Research has indicated that marks or grades can cancel out the impact of any comments, therefore we 

will not level or grade individual pieces of work, but make a periodic judgement using WAGs to establish 

age related expectation.  (House points may be awarded on the improvement made) 

♦ We will only comment on spelling and grammar if they are part of the focus of the lesson, if it is a 

spelling the pupil should know or if it is related to the child’s target. E.g. a repeated error or a High 

Frequency Word. The number of spellings identified will be dependent on a pupils ability and specific 

needs. 

♦ Under the guidance of the teacher, Teaching Assistants will also mark work and will initial when they 

have done so. 

♦ At times children will be given responsibility either as individuals or as learning Partners for summarizing 

feedback and recording it in their books. (self and peer assessment)  

♦ We will use our marking code (see Appendix 2) consistently to indicate to children where improvements 

of a secretarial nature need to be made or in mathematics where calculations are incorrect.  

♦ Marking extended writing.  See Appendix 1 

 

Providing quality feedback through marking 
Pupils will be made aware of where the stated objectives were successfully met by: 

• Selective marking which focuses on the shared objectives rather than all aspects of the work; 

• Ticking, double ticking, highlighting or ringing two or three places where achievement was most 

significant or the stated objectives were clearly achieved, for example, effective use of adjectives; 
• Written comments in the margin or at the bottom of work which highlight positive aspects of the work; 

• Ticks for correct responses, where appropriate; 

Pupils will be made aware of a manageable number of areas (usually 1) in which improvement/ progress could be 

made in their work and the strategies for achieving this by: 

• Insert marks  (eg***) within texts to indicate areas to be revisited, develop or corrected; 

• Linked teacher comment in margin or at bottom of work giving reminder/scaffolded/example prompts of 

how sections/aspects could be improved or next steps.  These improvement prompts will largely be 

elaborating and extending, adding a word or sentence, changing the text or justifying. for example, in 
literacy focus on a specific section of the writing ‘Describe what the deserted tent looked like to you 
as you approached it.’  

• Written comments/indicators for ways forward e.g. “next time…”, “try to…”, “think about…”, “go back 

to…and…” 

• Reference to/comparison with parts of the work where the objective was achieved 

• Additions to targets recorded in the back of literacy books.  (to be dated when set and again when 

achieved.) These targets should be revisited regularly. 
 

Self Assessment and Peer Marking with Learning Partners 
Children will be encouraged to self reflect and sometimes with a partner on their learning, development and 

achievement in relation to the shared objectives/success criteria in the following ways: 

• By maximising opportunities for reflective whole class and group plenary sessions across the curriculum; 

• By modelling, and encouraging pupils to use questions which enable/require the learner to think about 

what it is they have learned and how it is they have learned and learn most effectively; 

• By displaying in all classrooms an appropriate range of generic reflective questions to be used by all 

teaching staff and pupils to guide plenary discussions (see Appendix 3); 

• By group and paired discussion with peers at the end of sessions and before whole class plenary, for 
example, take 5 minutes to reflect with your group on how well you think you have done in relation to the 
objectives we discussed; 
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• By returning pupils to the written or initially discussed objectives and asking them to categorise as: 

achieved/partly achieved/not achieved; 
• Through the regular use of established ‘learning partners’ who discuss work together; 
 

Note: These may be graded in content for different age groups or in relation to different National 

Curriculum linked levels of performance. 
 

Monitoring and Evaluation 
The implementation of this policy will be monitored in the following ways: 

• Systematic tracking of pupils’ work by Year Group Leaders; 

• Subject leaders review and recording outcomes as set out in the Monitoring Policy; 

• Discussions with pupils about how they perceive the feedback they receive  

• Involvement of curriculum governors; 

• Review meeting involving all staff. 
 

Review 
This policy will be formally reviewed by the end of the Autumn Term 2018. 
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Appendix 1 
 

Marking Extended Writing:  Less secretarial and more progress! 

 

Mark only child’s target and SC - what you have taught for that genre: what is expected to achieve the 

learning objective of the year group for that genre of writing. 

Be specific, not vague: first praise, then direct to correct. – ie. Quality Marking Model 

 

Step 1: Check child’s own target- (identified on the WAG and handwriting)    Has it been achieved? 

 

Yes – tick target and give praise.   If necessary eg at end of half term give at least one new target. 

No –Write in margin T and indicate on child’s writing where this is missing. 

 

Step 2: Check success criteria – (usually informs how to tick the WAG) specific to features of genre of 

writing and what has been taught for that genre! Each year group will decide which part of that genre is 

expected to be seen according to learning objectives for that year group. If scaffolding is required, then 

it is only for structure to achieve LO.  

 

Yes – tick and praise if seen – you have taught this well! 

No – features missing- then that will inform correction  

 

Secreterial marking should only be for target and success criteria missing.  Not whole thing. 

 

Keep it simple - use judgement for following: 

 

Step 3: HFW eg homophones - their, there and they’re and spelling for patterns that you know children 

are learning. 

 

Handwriting – make a judgement, if it is illegible or has gone downhill, then it must be corrected and 

practiced. If it is neat but not joined, then it should be as child has control over pencil/pen. 

 

After two or three pieces of work, If child is not achieving the target then it is because they don’t know 

how to! It could be as simple as they are not reading their work or have not checked target even though 

you have reminded them to. So they become focus for extra work, guided group writing, conferencing or 

whole class teaching if more than a group of 6. 

 

Step 4: Tick WAG in child’s book as you go along aim upwards as you want to show progress! Ticks will 

accumulate, you will feel great and so will child!  Aim to get rid of those targets!           
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Annotations used in marking 
 

As your teacher, your peers or you yourself review your written work, 

you may find it helpful to use the following codes in the margins to 

indicate an area for improvement. 

 

P      -  Punctuation (in the margin) 

  Sp - Spelling.   The incorrect spelling may be underlined 

 300/HFW - One of your spelling mistakes is a 300 HFW 

  ? - Does not make sense 

  /\ - Word missed out 

  // - A new paragraph needed. 

  V - Verbal feedback has been given.  

  VT/VA- Incorrect tense/verb agreement 

Initial  -    If any adult other than the class teacher has  

Marked 

  WS – work completed with support 

  I – work completed independently  

 

Updated September 2016 
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Questions to ask at the end of a lesson – 

the plenary 
 

What do you think you have learnt/found/out? 

Do you think that we have achieved what we were aiming to?  Why do you 

say that? Can you show me an example? 

 

What went well/not so well? 

What are you particularly pleased about? Why? 

Would you need to do anything different next time? 

Can you tell us what you have found out? 

Can you describe your method/how it works/what you did? 

Having done this, when could you use this method/information? 

Can you think of any other experiences that this reminds you of? 

Did you use/learn any new words/vocabulary today? 

What are the key things you think you need to remember? 

What could you aim to improve next time? 

If you were teaching this to another class or group, would you do anything 

differently? 
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Marking and Feedback Policy in diagrammatic form 

Effective 
responses to 

children's 

written work 

1. Share 
objectives 
with the 
children 

 

2. Explain 
the task to 
the children 

 
4. Task carried 

out 

3. Share the success 
criteria 

What will you need to 
do to achieve this? 

6. Time given 
for children to 

make 
improvement 

6. Feedback for 
learning  

using marking to inform 
future planning 

5. Teacher response 
oral; written; 

individual; group; 
whole class 


